
Sunday morning in Cape Town and it’s been a hot week….several days over 30 and we’re watering the 

garden for the first time this Summer.  Of course just as it really warms up in a few weeks I’ll be off back 

to the UK...but that’s just Sod’s Law. 

 

The work on the negotiationupdate website is about done and I’ve loaded a second vid.  I’ll do one more 

as a free offer and then I’ll change the password and it’ll be by subscription only.  My aim is to take every 

course I’ve run on negotiation and split it into 15 sections and put them on the site.  That’s a long project 

but one I’ll enjoy. 

 

The SDI website gets signed off this week.  I’m really pleased with that one and it’ll be a real advantage 

for the community down here in South Africa. 

 

Anyone can be a great player and a great sportsperson when it doesn’t matter.  On the biggest stage of 

them all is when you get found out...and this week Thierry Henry joined Diego Maradonna as one of the 

most egregious cheats in football history.  Shame on him...it’ll taint his career and his legacy. 

 

Enjoy your week with three tips as usual... 
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This week we used, read, visited, played with... 

So we haven’t named our Zen Frog yet….offers still open. 

Downloaded a couple of e-books.  I can then put them on a viewer...which I’ll buy when they become a 

whole lot cheaper…The Sony looks better than the Kindle because it can view PDFs. 

I watch films on my Ipod, listen to podcasts and I can download PDF books.  That’s the way forward and 

in a world I know well, Poker, more books are being self published as PDFs and that’s something I’m 

going to explore in months to come. 

My Mac airport is going to be replaced and I’ve been careful to back up all the material on a new drive.  

Losing material is just not acceptable.  I backup my Outlook PST file every 3 days...that’s how important 

it is to me. 

11-17) 12:35 PST Pittsburgh (AP) -- 
A man accused of murdering his wife has been charged with forging documents to steal a cemetery plot so he could be buried beside her. 
Bedford County District Attorney William Higgins contends the alleged scam is 39-year-old John Gerholt's latest effort to harass his late 
wife, Karen, and her relatives. 
"I've never seen somebody so persistent with somebody they killed, trying to torment them after they've killed them. Isn't that enough?" 
Higgins said. 
Gerholt's defense attorney, Thomas Dickey, denied that his client is harassing his late wife's family. 
"This is just another sign of his true love and devotion to his wife, albeit deceased," Dickey said. 
Gerholt is accused of shooting his 24-year-old wife twice with a sawed-off shotgun as she left for a break at the McDonald's where she 
worked near Everett, about 90 miles east of Pittsburgh. 
Dickey claims the Nov. 9, 2008, shooting was accidental. Higgins calls that "inconsistent," because he contends the gun would have to be 
cocked between the first and second shots. 
Gerholt is charged with murder and awaiting trial. Higgins is pursuing the death penalty because Karen Gerholt had a protection-from-abuse 
order against her husband, and because John Gerholt allegedly endangered others outside the restaurant. 
Gerholt, of Mount Union, was already jailed when the forgery and theft charges were filed Friday. 
Karen Gerholt's aunt owned two empty burial lots at a cemetery, Higgins said. The aunt gave up one for Karen and planned to give the 
other to another relative, only to discover it had already been deeded to Gerholt, he said. The aunt contacted authorities and the deed in 
Gerholt's name has since been voided, Higgins said. 
Gerholt somehow got paperwork into the county jail, had it forged and had a jail employee notarize it, Higgins said. 
Nobody else has been charged with helping Gerholt, though the prosecutor said he hasn't ruled out charging Karen's mother, Carolyn 
McConaughey, who inquired about ownership of the cemetery plot shortly before Gerholt got the documents. 
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The same but different 
 
 

I was talking with a friend this week and he’s pretty Blue and I’m pretty Red.  We get on well and 
share a similar view on life. 
 
We discussed our conflict sequences...how we react when life gets tough...and ironically we both 
go Red-Green-Blue.  The difference was that he does this from his Blue perspective and starting 
point and I do it from my Red starting point.  Similar outlooks but very different behaviours. 
 
As Elias Porter said...we’re all like somebody, we’re all like everybody and we’re all like nobody. 
 
That’s the power of SDI...you start to put yourself in the context of all the other people that you 
meet. 
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Activity 
 
I’m trying to persuade the world to subscribe to my Negotiation Video Library so what do I do... 
 
I tell the world. 
 
I’m writing to all the people who may be the MAN: 
 
Money 
Authority 
Need 
 
to try to persuade them to make the plunge. 
 
For sure...if they don’t know about it they ain’t gonna buy it. 
 
Selling is always about activity...and that’s next week’s selling job for me. 
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Some thoughts on value... 
 
This comes from Michael in Australia.  He sent it to me and thanks to him….  If you’re not a 

value nut then you’ll never really master commercial negotiation.  I put the key words in red. 
 

THE term “bargain basement” was supposedly coined to describe the first outlet of Filene’s 
Basement, an American discount shopping chain whose bags scream “I just got a bargain!” in 

large red letters. Those bags celebrate a feeling most shoppers will be familiar with: the 

pleasure of having bought something for less than they were willing to pay. This difference 
between the price paid and the most a buyer would have agreed to shell out is known as 

“consumer surplus” and is the part of the overall economic benefit from any trade that the 

buyer gets. 
The rest of the surplus from a trade goes to the seller. To maximise his share of the economic 

surplus, a merchant wants to sell to each customer at a price as close as possible to the most 

that client would be willing to pay. Naturally this is impossible if everyone is charged the 
same price.  

Buyers who would have been willing to pay more get a big chunk of the surplus, leaving less 
for the seller. In addition those willing to pay less than the uniform price are simply left out, 

even though they may be willing to pay enough to allow costs to be covered. Lowering the 

price enough to attract them would reduce the amount that customers who value the product 
more could be charged, reducing overall profit. 

Where possible, the solution is to tailor prices to people’s willingness to pay or price-

sensitivity, much as vendors in street markets do when they offer naive tourists a higher 
price than seasoned locals. Most of the time it is hard to know how much people value things. 

But sellers can still encourage people to sort themselves into groups which can be charged 

different prices. Those who are particularly keen to get their hands on a copy of a new book, 
for instance, may be willing to pay a higher price for it, which may explain the persistence of 

expensive hardbacks. The logic behind cheaper student editions is similar.  


